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GENERAL INFORMATION
Note from the Inventor: Please remember, I did not invent
the method of the natural drying of foods or the sprouting of
seeds. I just, using modern materials, attempted to create a
useful tool to make the process easier and cleaner. Where
foods have dried before electricity, surely there is a way to
accomplish it with the Food PANtrie.
One more thing. These make very sensible and useful gifts
for the extended family and friends. Should you need
additional Food PANtries please consider ordering in the
original carton of six Food PANtries each. You not only save
$10.00 per Food PANtrie, but the S&H charges are much
less.
K. Duane Erickson derickson1@allwest.net
The Food PANtrie ʻA Natural and inexpensive and simple
way to grow, preserve and prepare foods.
WHERE TO HANG THE Food PANtrie:
"
Unlike other kitchen appliances, the Food PANtrie
does not set on the kitchen counter. It hangs. Hence, to use
t h e F o o d PA N t r i e m o s t
effectively, hang it in the
kitchen, nearest to the place
you prepare your foods.
That way you will be more
likely to use it more frequently
than other appliances.
Makes a sensible and excellent gift!
Slip the slip cover off and it’s ready to mail.
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FOR DRYING:
!
The way foods were preserved since the beginning
of time.
1

"

This system becomes evident when you find yourself
with, say, one or two over-ripe
bananas. With a few strokes of your
knife and a quick retrieval of a black
drying tray, you will have yourself
dried bananas and the satisfaction of
knowing you avoided the temptation
of throwing the
bananas out.

FOR SPROUTING:
"
When it comes to sprouting, it is
even more vital to have quick access to the Food PANtrie.
Sprouts need more attention since they need to be rinsed
two or more times a day.
"
You will find that as the sprouts are growing,
members of the family will want to use them as snacks and
for adding to sandwiches and salads. Again, the easier it is
to get access to the Food PANtrie, the more your family will
reap the benefits of living off of wholesome foods.
WARNING:
"
Due to the Food PANtries ease of use, along with its
healthy benefits, you can look forward to completely changing
the way you eat and prepare your foods. Within a short time,
your food budget will go further, you will feel better, and you
will even look better.
"
Personally, Iʼve attempted to live only on sprouts for
about two weeks at a time. It was unbelievable. Even my
thoughts became strange. On my walks and jogs I had crazy
thoughts like this, ʻI feel so good I even feel I could run above
the groundʼ, in the shower afterwards, I had thoughts like this,
ʻI even think every cell in my body is happy. Crazy I know,
2

It works!

Grow enough Enzyme Rich Food to feed a Neighborhood!
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"
The Support Ribbons have been
tested to support a 50 pound load and
are replaceable if needed.
"
The ribbon is designed to attach
to the inserted plastic inner roof that
snaps into the top plastic roof once the
ribbons have been attached to the
support prongs.
"
Each of the Black Trays have double support prongs
so in case one would break, you just rotate the tray to
another support set of prongs. None have ever broken so
far. Please notice, unlike most drying trays, the runners of
the drying trays are in an inverted ʻVʼ shape. This is so the
foods have less contact with the tray, and as the foods
support
shrink in the drying process they can easilyRibbon
break
free to
prongs
better allow complete drying of the foods.
The trays are also flexible, so when items
have dried you can flex the trays to easily“V” shaped runners
release the foods from the trays.
"
Cleaning of the trays is a snap. Just
use a brush under warm running water.

THE VALUE OF EATING SPROUTS:
"
Iʼd like to relate an experience, I believe most have
seen this, but it may not have registered, as it didnʼt for me.
"
I was seeing an old black and white news release on
television of maybe hundreds of naked men, skin and bones
all locked up in a
concentration camp. It was
sickening. Then it
switched to an interview
with one who survived. He
was being asked how he
survived. He said, ʻI
noticed small sprigs of
alfalfa coming up outside
the wire fence. I would
stretch my fingers through
the fence and pull or break
off the sprigs and eat them. I told my friend and he did the
same, we told the others but they were not interested, we
survived.ʼ

Please feel free to email us for replacement part.

"
I now know how to survive, because of this manʼs
help. And Iʼve attempted to make it easier for others to do
the same using the Food PANtrie.
DRYING FOODS:
FRUITS
"
Dry only high quality fruits and vegetables that are fully
ripened. Drying does not improve flavor of raw or unripened
fruit. If fruits are under-ripe, they will taste under-ripe when
dried. Wash well to remove dirt and insect larvae. Prepare
fruits to be sliced should be cut evenly into 1/8 to 1/4th. inch
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slices. Wedges take longer to
dry than even slices. Be sure to
bulge apricot halves inside out,
exposing the meaty inside of the
fruit upwards--allowing the air
access into the fruit. Pit
cherries, halve, and pit prunes.
Wash and dry seedless grapes
on stems for old fashioned raisins. Remove from stems when
leathery. Grapes may be dipped in boiling water to crack the
skins and shorten drying time, produces golden raisins. You
can also cut grapes in half, turning the open side upwards on
the trays.
"
Apples, apricots, peaches, and pears can be pretreated to slow oxidation and browning. However, you can
dry apple slices with no additives except a sprinkle of
cinnamon and they dry perfectly indoors or outdoors. If these
fruits are not pre-treated, they tend to discolor, losing much of
their appetite appeal. The most effective and most natural
way, which I prefer, is that of dipping into lemon or lime juice.
These methods can be used on apples, pears, peaches and
bananas. Apricots look best when sulfured to retain their
chewy texture and attractive orange color. Current research
shows that both sulfuring and sulfating have no harmful effect
on the body. The sulfur dioxide tends to evaporate during
drying, leaving only a trace on the dried fruit. Much lower
concentrations are used in home drying than in commercially
dried fruits, so you will experience less change in flavor.

"
As the inventor and the way things seem to be going I
decided to create a tool that was easily used in todays world,
and if one had to live without electricity, as many third world
people do every day, the Food PANtrie would work efficiently
in both worlds.
"
In addition, I wanted each and every part, while
produced to last, be replaceable if needs be." I will attempt
to show and demonstrate my thoughts as to itʼs design and
functionality.

Sulfating Fruits: " Food grade sodium bisulfite is available
from wine making supply stores, drug stores, or chemical
supply companies. Dissolve 1 to 2 tablespoons of sodium
bisulfate in 1 gallon water. Soak fruit slices 5 to 10 minutes.
Gently rinse under cold running water.

White Dish (bottom of the Food PANtrie when snapped
together, into the bottom of the netting to catch drips from
moist foods. Once the White Dish has been placed in the
Netting the Zipper can be zipped down to keep the little
critters out.
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Letʼs begin at the top:
The stainless hook and the stainless
lock below locks the plastic roof with
the air vent and plastic insert into the
roof with the top of the netting all
together.
The upper roof snaps together like
Tupperware to protect the netting when
not in use. It is designed to fit into a
back pack when on hiking trips for
drying in the wild. The Plastic is all
made from food safe, dishwasher and
UV protected plastic, so it can be used
both indoors and outdoors.
The Netting is military grade netting
with small enough holes to keep out
most tiny gnats or such. The netting is
loose enough so you can place the
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can place them on these pages or on our website.
SPROUTING SEEDS
"
Where possible it is best to use certified organic fresh
seeds. Meaning seeds grown last year these will produce
much better sprouts and plants. While seeds have a long shelf
life or can be stored for long periods of time. It is best when
growing plants from seeds to use fresh seeds from the
previous year, as better and more nutritious plants and fruit
can be obtained. Grinding seeds to make bake goods doesnʼt
make much difference as in 100% of the living enzymes are
destroyed anyway. Never store seeds in air tight containers for
an extended time as in time this will kill the seeds.
"
At present there are many companies and
organizations on the Internet who offer seeds for sprouting.
Just make sure, if possible that they are organically certified
and are fresh, last years seeds. DONʼT STORE IN AIR
TIGHT CONTAINERS.
"
In time we hope to offer fresh, organic seeds through
our company website at competitive prices.
MARKETING THE FOOD PANTRIE To be involved in the
marketing the Food PANtrie there are several ways to
participate and you must contact the company for details:
• Having a store or Internet Store, or both.
• Participating in offering Food PANtrie Parties (like
Tupperware Parties).
• Becoming part of our Affiliate Program (making money
through referrals).
• As a Distributor or Importer.
• As a subcontract manufacturer.
CONSTRUCTION and SPARE PARTS
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Sulfuring Fruits: " Sulfuring is a simple process once your
equipment is assembled. Pure sulfur is burned in an enclosed
system. Sulfur dioxide fumes surround the fruit and penetrate
the surface, slowing oxidation during drying. Sulfuring must be
done outside and care must be taken not to inhale sulfur
dioxide fumes. Simple instructions for sulfuring fruit are
available from your local county Extension Service or in HOW
TO DRY FOODS by Deanna DeLong (H.P. Books). It is
possible to hang the Food PANtrie outside with your fruit
inside, cover it to retain the sulfur fumes and allow the fumes
to filter up through the fruit and out through the top vent of the
Food PANtrie while the fruit is in the dryer. (Using a simple
garbage bag and cutting a breather hole at the top (photo
below). This system has also been used for smoking fish and
meats.
This system can also be used for
preserving your foods by smoking.
Other fruit pre-treatments: If you choose
not to sulfur or sulfite apples, apricots,
peaches or pears, you can dip them in
fruit juice or fruit juice concentrate.
Another option is to syrup blanch by
simmering fruit in a syrup of fruit juice or
water and sugar (1 cup sugar to 2 cups
liquid) for 5 to 10 minutes. Allow fruit to
soak in liquid another 30 to 40 minutes, drain and lightly rinse.
Fruit pre-treated in this manner will take longer to dry, are
sweeter, stickier and have a slightly different color and flavor
than those pre-treated with sulfur dioxide or by sulfating.
Dryness Test: All fruit should be pliable and leathery with no
pockets of moisture.
5

Conditioning Fruits: Condition the fruit by allowing it to
stand in a closed glass, plastic container or paper bag for
several days to allow residual moisture to distribute evenly
through all the pieces of fruit. If you notice moisture on the lid,
return to the trays and dry some more.
Pasteurizing Fruit: Pasteurize fruits by packaging them in
air tight plastic freezer bags, squeezing out all excess air.
Place in the freezer for at least 48 hours. This will destroy
any insect larva which could hatch during storage. However,
freezing will also kill all living enzymes in the foods
producing dead food. Taste nice, but looses all enzyme
values.
Storing Fruits:
Store fruits in freezer bags inside the
airtight plastic, metal or glass containers. Keep the
containers of dried fruit cool, dry and dark. Temperature is
really important! The cooler the storage temperature, the
longer dried foods will keep and maintain good taste and
nutrition.
Fruit Leather: Fruit leathers are chewy rolls of natural fruits
that have been pureed and dried. Cover each tray with a
plastic kitchen wrap, taping the sides down with masking
tape. Or better yet, use a heavy food-safe plastic, cut to fit
the trays. Lightly spray with a vegetable spray to eliminate
sticking. Puree is very tart. Sweeten it by adding a small
amount of Honey or Agave syrup. For fresh fruits that
turn dark (apples, pears, peaches or apricots), heat puree to
almost boiling, or add 1/16 teaspoon sodium bisulfite to 1
quart of puree. Pour puree into a clean watering container
with a long spout.
"
Then pour 1/8 to 1/4th. inch thick on the trays. Dry
until it can be rolled and is not sticky to touch. Wrap
securely in new plastic wrap, then store in airtight
6

in salads, and where ever you can imagine. THIS IS REAL
LIVING FOOD and because it is so nutrient rich the portions
can be greatly reduced and still receive a powerful energetic
feeling.
MAKING THE NON-BAKED (non-cooked) FOODS
In preparing the sprouts for unbaked foods the sprouting
process above is shortened and altered.
Proceed through Step One through Step Eight above.
Now as you can see the seed swell and the tiny plant begins
to emerge, at this point you remove the black tray with the
sprouting seeds and place the tray in the Food PANtrie to let
the seeds stop growing and dry.
MAKING A HEALTHY BREAKFAST FOOD
Using my Marga, hand cranked wheat grinder that has three
different settings. I roll the wheat berries to make rolled
wheat, somewhat like rolled Oats, but instead enzyme rich
rolled wheat. I use this just like eating Wheatieʼs for enzyme
rich meals. You can place the rolled wheat into hot water of
milk together with raisins or fruit, a touch of salt and you
have an
enzyme enriched warm breakfast nothing can match.
MAKING UN-BAKED COOKIES
"
To make the cookies you must allow the wheat berries
to dry until they are grind-able in what ever grinder you use.
Grind your own flour then mix the ingredients you prefer into
the dough. Form your cookies and place them gently on the
black aerated trays and place them in the Food PANtrie to dry
to the consistency you prefer. Place them in airtight containers
to stop the drying process and you now have enzyme rich
treats that will store for months and can be used anywhere.
Please share your discoveries using the Food PANtrie so we
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trays together with the Wheat between, under the running
water. You can see the cells of the trays fill with new fresh
water while washing away any older water. This is done at
each rinsing. Than return the trays with the wheat to the white
dish after you have rinsed the white dish out clean.
Step Ten: As the seeds become a small plant and they start
coming up through the slots of the upper tray, the roots are
also growing down through the bottom of the tray. Because
there is little room between the bottom black tray and the white
dish, the roots begin to parallel a cross the bottom of the black
tray. This in time will hold the plants in place for a more
vigorous watering system. As the greening upper part of the
plants begin to grow up through the upper black tray, now
remove that tray and turn it upside down and replace it over
the plants. This gives them a little more room to grow.
Step Eleven: As the plants begin to grow up through the top
tray again, just remove it as the roots will now hold the plants
in place and you will want to allow more light to get to the
growing plants. Now the rinsing process changes.
Step Twelve: With the upper tray now gone, you turn your
tap water on gently then fill the white dish with water allowing
water to completely wash the small plants. Once enough
water has washed the plants remove the tray from the tap
water and lift the edge of the black tray as you allow the
water in the white dish to pour into the sink. This will leave
enough water attached to the black tray and plants to last
until the next rinsing. In hot areaʼs you may have to rinse
more than two times a day.
Step Thirteen: Begin to eat the sprouts. They can be eaten
from the tray. They can be placed in tacoʼs, a wrap using
lettuce leaves, adding desired salad toppings etc. use them
14

plastic or metal containers in a cool, dry, dark place.
VEGETABLES
"
Chile peppers, lentils, shell
beans, soybeans, garlic, onions
and peppers must be washed,
sliced or diced if necessary,
before drying. Peas, celery and
corn must be steam blanched
(steamed until they are heated all
the way through, but not cooked
enough to eat).
"
Dry all vegetables until they are brittle with no trace of
moisture. Package in airtight freezer bags and store according
to directions for FRUITS.
HERBS (Horesetail for tea)
"
For the best flavor, harvest the
leaves of most herbs before the plant
has begun to flower. Gather early in
the day, before the sun weakens the
flavoring oils.
Rinse stems and
leaves gently with cold water and
shake.
Discard any withered or
discolored leaves. Cover trays with a
thin layer of herbs. These photos are of
Horsetail, used by the Japanese having developed Cancer
after the bombing to save their lives. It worked! I gathered this
from the edge of the Bear River in Wyoming, cleaned it and
cut it into about 1/2 inch peices for quicker drying on the trays.
I drink it daily. Almost immediately you notice a difference in
the hardness of your fingernails and your hair, etc.
"
Hang the Food PANtrie in a well ventilated, shady area.
Do not hang in direct sunlight because the herbs will lose to
much flavor.
7

JERKY
!
Jerky can be dried just
by hanging the Food PANtrie
in your home, provided it is dry
enough. Use only fresh, quality
lean meats or fish. Meat or
fish high in fat does not make
suitable jerky. Cut 1/8
(freezing first helps you to slice it thin) or have the butcher
slice it for you. Place slices of meat or fish flat on the black
drying trays while inside the white bottom dish, sprinkle both
sides generously with salt and pepper to taste. Use about 1
and 1/2 teaspoon salt per pound of fresh meat or fish.
Sprinkle with any other desired seasonings such as liquid
smoke, Worcestershire sauce, soy sauce, garlic powder,
onion powder, etc. If you choose you may layer seasoned
slices in a covered glass container and marinate overnight in
the refrigerator. Early in the day, place the slices on the
black trays, allowing space between each piece. Hang the
Food PANtrie in a warm dry place where there is plenty of air
circulation. The warmer the location, the more rapid the
drying.
Depending on the seasons, the normal drying time should
be a 24 to 48 hours. When the jerky cracks or breaks as it is
bent, it is ready to eat or to store. It can be placed in a paper
bag for further drying to free up the dryer trays for additional
drying. The dryer it is, the longer the shelf life.
HOT SOY JERKY RECIPE: (a sample)
"
Go to the Oriental section of your grocery store and
get a bottle of Hot Soy Sauce. Make sure you have some
garlic powder and some Real Salt at home. Have the
butcher pick you out a nice rare rump roast with little or no
fat. Have them slice it into 1/8 to 1/4th. inch slices. Cut your
beef slices into pieces about 2 to 2 1/2 inches wide and
about 6 to 10 inches
8

Step Two: Place a black aerated tray into the what dish and
place the washed seeds into the center of the black tray.
Step Three: Now add water into the edge of the white tray
allowing the seed to begin to float, then stop adding water.
Step Four: Now jiggle the black
tray a little as you spread the
seeds over the aerated portion of
the black tray evenly. Only one
layer.
Step Five: Now obtain a second
black tray and notice a ring
around the bottom of the black
tray. Place that tray with its ring
over the seeds on the first tray to
keep the seeds from floating or
moving off of the original black
tray.
Step Six: Now place a glass or something with a little
weight on top of the top black tray. Drier seeds have a
tendency to float in the beginning, this holds the trays and
wheat in place.
Step Seven: Now gently add additional clean water until the
surface of the top black tray has been covered with water.
This means that all the seeds are now under water.
Step Eight: Leave the seeds submerged under water for
eight hours, or over night. This begins the germinating
process. BE CAREFUL not to soak the seeds too long as
they can drown, destroying the seeds for sprouting.
Step Nine: Rinse the seeds twice a day unless you are in a
very dry area, you might have to do it three times a day. You
want to keep the cells in the upper and lower trays full of water
to maintain the proper moisture environment for the seeds
while allowing air circulation at the same time. To rinse the
seeds remove the glass (weight) and hold the two trays
together making sure enough pressure is applied to keep the
seeds in place. Now turn your tap water on mild, and run the
13

sprouts only in water that the water is lacking in the
necessary food for the new plant and the seed has run out
of food for the plant, like the chick, and will require more
nutrients than what is just in water. Hopefully you have
begun to eat these nutrient rich sprouts or have proceeded
to dry them, prior to this need and while the miracle energy
from within the seed is fortifying the needs of the new
plant.
NON-BAKED BREAD FOODS
"
According to what is offered as a translation from
the Dead Sea Scrolls in the first small booklet entitled “The
Essene Gospel of Peace” book one, offered at
<www.essene.com/GospelOfPeace/peace1.html> In this
offering Jesus teaches the people how to prepare their food
from sprouted grain.
"
According to that offered by Jesus in the Essene
Gospel of Peace, our bodies were created to live off of living
foods, to live off of dead foods brings sickness and death.
"
Jesus further explains that to freeze or heat foods
over the human body temperature then destroys the living
enzymes, thus being dead foods. We call this process today,
pasteurization and/or preserving, which is not preserving the
living enzymes.
NON-BAKED COOKIE
The inventor ha experimented with the
process of making cookies following
somewhat that offered by Jesus and drying
unbaked cookies in the Food PANtrie.
The Step by Step Process:
Step One: Clean a cupful of sprout-able Wheat by placing it
into a larger container and washing the Wheat using rushing
tap water. The impurities rise and can be washed off the top.
12

long. Soak them in the Hot Soy Sauce for as long as you can
(at least a couple hours for best flavor). Lay the slices on the
black Food PANtrie trays while the black trays are in the white
Food PANtrie dish to ketch all the drips. As you are filling the
black trays you can stager them and stack the trays filled with
slices until your ready to place them all in the drier. Be careful
not to over lay the strips. Now sprinkle the dry seasonings
including salt to taste on the top side of the strips on the top
tray. Now place the first tray in the top shelf of a Food PANtrie.
Follow the process until the dryer is full of trays. Now quickly
rinse the white Food PANtrie dish and place it under all the
trays, but inside the netting and zip the Food PANtrie closed.
"
For fastest results make sure the Food PANtrie or
Food PANtries are hung from a hook near the ceiling. Heat
rises and usually the jerky is ready overnight. If you use a
wood stove for heat, youʼll be amazed how fast the jerky is
ready. Youʼll drive the family, friends and neighbors crazy
with this jerky. If the Hot Soy Sauce is to hot for you, just use
regular Soy Sauce.
Loading the Food PANtrie
"
Place prepared foods on trays of the Food PANtrie in
a single layer, not overlapping. Hang the Food PAntrie (if in
your home) near the ceiling, near to your sink. In this way its
quick and easy to prepare foods, load the trays and insert
the trays into the Food PANtrie. Easy to unload foods, and
quick and easy cleanup of the trays. Youʼll use it more if itʼs
near and convenient.
"
Other choices could be near a window, on the patio,
even hang them on your clothes line, even the lower
branches of your fruit trees.
"
The Food PANtrie has been designed to take on
extended camping and fishing trips. Fillet the fish, season them
and place them on the trays and dry them at the campsite.
Use it as a camp cupboard, store your normal kitchen items
away
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from the squirrels, bugs and birds, even used as a camp
cooler.
"
The Food PANtrie makes and excellent smoker. Wrap
plastic around the hanging Food PANtrie, tape it to the top
and smoke the trays from below allowing the smoke to exit
through the breather at the top of the Food PANtrie.
THIS IS WHAT LITTLE SPROUTS CAN DO FOR YOU!
"
It is said that adding water to a seed, when it
sprouts, it gains 400 times or more in nutrient value. This
gain comes from within the seed, as there has been no
little root system developed to
acquire food from the earth or
water as yet. Itʼs a miracle,
prove it for yourself.
NOTE:
The Food PANtrie
comes with only one bottom
tray used for sprouting, but it
sprouts a square foot of
sprouts. Thatʼs a lot, and you
can mix sprouts to have several different ones sprouting at
the same time. Additional components, Black Trays, White
Dishes can be ordered if needs be.
"
The best time to consume sprouts is when you are
hungry, anytime. Eat them when they are young and
tender and they almost immediately are digested, giving
you almost immediate energy. I carry them on my hikes.
REMEMBER; Sprouts, and naturally dried or preserved
foods are not DEAD FOOD, thus the body requires much
less to sustain itself. One small handful of sprouts
constitutes a full meal. Try it, you will see. Compare the
enzyme rich Living Foods, to foods destroyed by over
heating or freezing. Jesus taught, ʻLiving foods begets life,
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dead foods begets death.” Itʼs true...
"
Keep in mind, if you are a milk drinker or beef eater.
Farmers grow massive fields of alfalfa. Itʼs cut, laid naturally
in the sun to dry, then bailed and stacked to feed the
livestock. From this enzyme rich naturally dried alfalfa hay,
the healthy cow produces the milk we drink, most milk
however the enzymes have all been destroyed by cooking
(pasteurization). Even the beef from the beef cow is created
by that enzyme rich alfalfa hay. The wild animals all live off of
the growing enzyme rich foods during the summer months
or the naturally dried enzyme rich foods the rest of the year.
As they say only 5% of the living enzymes are destroyed.
Not like the intelligent humans, they cook and kill everything
to destroy the living enzymes to change food to just fill, to
enable a greater shelf life. Whose the smarter?
WHEATGRASS (important): Here is a sample of growing
sprouts just in water. From Farm Management classes in
school we were taught that as a seed begins to germinate
and as the upper part begins to push its way up words to
obtain the sun light. At the same time the tap root pushes
down, breaking through the soil to enable the securing of
water and food. That the new sprout does not receive any
nourishment from the soil until the tap root has pushed deep
into the soil and the secondary roots then push out side
words into the soil and then the tiny hair roots push out from
those secondary roots into the now softened soil to then
begin the process of extracting food from the moist soil.
"
Thus the sprouting seed is much like a chicken egg.
The creation of the chick comes only from the nutrients
needed from within the egg, as the warmth of the mother
chicken then enables the baby chick to grow inside. So the
chick inside receives no nutrients from the outside world until
the egg hatches. Then the chick begins to feed itself.
"
Of course there comes a time with growing seed
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